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Crossing the Great Divide: 5 Steps for 
Aligning Sales and Marketing 
 

Aligning Sales and Marketing 

Your company has so many things going for it: superior product, smart people, and 

sound vision. Yet you consistently miss the revenue target. Inefficiencies between 

sales and marketing are killing your chances for success. You fit the mold of the 

Aberdeen study: 80% of marketing efforts to generate leads are wasted and ignored 

by sales, while sales spends 25% of their time recreating customer-relevant collateral 

that marketing should have developed.1 This dysfunction is pervasive in your 

company, derailing efforts on both sides and destroying the focus needed to 

collectively and effectively drive sales and revenue. It’s time to stop the death spiral. 

You must cross the great sales and marketing divide, fast. Your CRM system can 

help.  

Step1: Define and Align the Lead Process 

A logical place to start is the common touch point between marketing and sales – 

leads. Too often, marketing blames sales for not following up on the leads it 

generates, while sales accuses marketing of not pulling in the right leads. 

 

To break this stalemate, form a joint task force to agree on lead definition, lead 

prioritization, information to be captured, and when the handoff to sales should occur. 

The taskforce should be comprised of marketing managers responsible for driving 

demand and salespeople who follow up on leads. Sales participation in the definition 

process not only ensures buy-in, it provides salespeople with the opportunity to 

become stakeholders in the process. 

What is a Lead? 

The most basic definition of a lead is a potential customer who wants to learn more 

about what you have to sell. What differentiates a lead from an inquiry – someone 

who has responded to your marketing program – is that a lead meets specific 

elements from your ideal customer profile. The important thing is to agree on the 

elements of your universal lead definition. 

 

Begin by reviewing the characteristics of an ideal sales opportunity. Rather than 

relying on anecdotes, use real-world opportunity data from your CRM system to 

evaluate the job functions involved in the buying process, whether budgets are formal 

or informal, the time frame to evaluate your product or service, and common 

purchasing decision triggers. Next, gain consensus on the elements necessary for a 

meaningful lead definition, distinguishing must-have from nice-to-have information. 

                                                      
1 “Streamlining Sales,” B2B Magazine, Dr. Harry Watkins, Aberdeen Group, April 11, 2003 
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Immediately update CRM lead record fields to align with the universal definition. If 

your system is flexible, a business person without a heavy IT background can quickly 

make these updates through various built-in wizards and configuration options. If not, 

these crucial changes will have to wait until your overburdened IT staff has time to 

implement your request. 

 

Armed with this definition, the team is prepared to address the quality-quantity 

conundrum. 

Define Quality 

If you ask a salesperson to define a high-quality lead, he will tell you it’s a C-level 

decision maker with a current, fully budgeted short-term initiative. Unfortunately, in 

most purchases, a C-level person is not involved in evaluating solutions. And if the 

initiative is already budgeted, your competition is typically established in the account, 

dramatically reducing your probability of winning. Remember this when establishing 

lead quality scoring criteria and determining the hand-off to sales. Once you’ve 

achieved consensus regarding lead quality, scoring criteria must be mapped in your 

CRM system to route “sales-ready” leads to specific reps or partners for active follow-

up and less mature leads to marketing for nurturing. 

 

Ideally, your CRM system will enable a business person to reconfigure the routing 

workflow using simple wizards, so you can immediately implement these changes 

and start gauging lead quality. Your CRM system should also dynamically monitor 

lead scoring, so when questions regarding quality arise – as they inevitably will – 

sales and marketing can hold pragmatic discussions focused on business metrics, 

not theoretical anecdotes. 

 

 

Figure 1: Lead scoring 
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Determine Quantity 

Once quality has been defined, the task force must agree on the volume of leads 

required to sufficiently fuel the sales funnel. Quantity can be methodically determined 

by calculating conversion rates at each stage of the selling process, ultimately 

revealing the number of raw leads needed to reach corporate revenue goals. 

 

Quantity requirements may fluctuate as a function of quality. Therefore, your CRM 

system must allow you to proactively monitor performance against projections to 

determine if lead quantity, quality, or sales cycle velocity require adjustment. If you’ve 

selected an intelligent CRM system, insufficiencies and bottlenecks will surface in 

dynamic dashboards, allowing marketing to determine if campaigns require 

refinement and sales to determine if reps need a helping hand. 

 

 

Figure 2: Two Dashboard Views Placed Side by Side: Marketing Left, Sales 

Right 

Establish Feedback Guidelines 

The task force must also reach consensus on what feedback information to capture. 

The key is developing universally understood feedback terms to minimize confusion, 

with criteria broad enough to identify trends, yet detailed enough to support corporate 

decision making. 

 

A prime example is feedback for unqualified leads. Because the scoring process is 

not infallible, unqualified leads will be routed to salespeople from time to time. When 

a salesperson closes a lead as unqualified, marketing needs to understand the 

reason why. 
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 Did the lead match the profile, but a purchase decision was already made? If 

a significant volume of leads fall in this sub-category, you may want to 

accelerate the lead distribution process, so leads reach reps before the 

decision is made. 

 Did the lead match the profile, but the purchase timeframe was subsequently 
delayed? Accurately flagging these leads allows marketing to continue the 

nurturing process. 

 Did the lead match the profile, but the price was too high? This could be an 

early warning sign of market commoditization, and executive management 

must be informed, so pricing and product line strategy adjustments can be 

made swiftly. It could also indicate that salespeople are ill-equipped to 

articulate business value and need additional training or better customer-

ready messaging from marketing. 

 

Obviously, producing the highest possible quality leads is in everyone’s best interest, 

allowing sales to focus on prospects with the highest probability of closing and 

marketing to increase its return on investments. Improving quality, however, is only 

achievable when sales and marketing are working hand-in-hand, and meaningful 

feedback is timely received. Which brings us to the next step, accountability. 

Step 2: Articulate Accountability 

Accountability cuts both ways. Marketing is accountable for closing the loop from 

campaign-to-cash, calculating return on investment based on revenue, not cost-per-

lead. Sales is accountable for following up on leads within a reasonable time frame, 

converting leads into opportunities and eventually customers. While people and 

process are key, without automation closing the loop is nearly impossible. 

People and Process 

The task force must establish guidelines regarding lead feedback response 

turnaround, which should include sufficient time for sales to reach prospects. 

Ramifications for not following the guidelines must be clearly articulated. When the 

sales team has an appreciation for accountability, they will be more likely to provide 

feedback in a timely manner. Sales management must be responsible for enforcing 

feedback policies. Your CRM system can help, if activity levels associated with sales 

leads can be monitored. Information should rollup, providing executives with an 

overall view of compliance, while enabling sales managers to drill down to determine 

attainment by region or rep. 
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Figure 3: Leads without Tasks, Dashboard View 

 

Automation 

Automation will reduce the administrative burden, on sales to provide feedback and 

on marketing to close the loop. Your CRM system should allow you to use menu 

options or radio buttons, rather than text fields, to capture feedback, encouraging 

sales to provide prompt feedback and enabling marketing to conduct fast trend 

analysis using codified data. Another way to reduce admin burden is empowering 

salespeople to create quick action automations for lead followup. A salesperson, for 

example, should be able to create a quick action to automatically schedule a followup 

phone call two days after leaving a voicemail.  Instead of opening up an activity 

reminder, selecting the appropriate type of activity, selecting the appropriate date on 

the calendar, and saving the activity, the salesperson should be able to condense 

these steps into one quick action – that is, if your CRM system affords this level of 

automation accessibility for non-IT users. 

 

Turning our attention to marketing, the CRM system should automatically associate 

leads with campaigns and maintain this relationship through the entire sales process. 

If your CRM system is intelligent, manual intervention by the sales team will not be 

required to update campaign source fields in leads or opportunities. Rarely will 

campaigns be firing on all cylinders. Segmentation, messaging, or source 

adjustments are typically required to optimize response.  Hard data from your CRM 

system will enable marketing managers to make refinements based on fact, not gut 

instinct.  
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Step 3: Refine Customer-Ready Messaging  

Sales and marketing must collaborate to develop messaging that resonates with 

prospective customers and empowers salespeople to have meaningful business 

conversations. Too often, messages revolve around product features and don’t 

speak to customers’ challenges.  Sales and marketing should conduct joint meetings 

with friendly customer advocates willing to share their business pain points and 

purchasing drivers. Then use this information to shift messaging from how the 

product works to how it solves business problems.  

Listen and Learn 

The key is testing and evaluating message relevance and its impact on customer 

conversations before marketing materials are fully developed. The most expedient 

method is inviting marketing to silently listen to sales prospecting calls, which can be 

accomplished unobtrusively if your telephony system offers whisper capabilities. You 

are even better off if you can record the conversation for future playback, enabling a 

larger percentage of the marketing team to participate in shaping the message.  

  

 

Figure 4: Monitor individual rep performance to ensure quality customer 

interactions 

Step 4: Develop Customer-Ready Materials 

After messaging has been vetted, sales and marketing must work together to refine 

marketing material. Surveys indicate that up to 90% of traditional marketing material 

is unused in the field2, leaving critical customer conversations to chance.  

                                                      
2 Source: American Marketing Association 
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From Features to Usage 

The key is converting marketing material from a list of features into usage scenarios. 

Make sure content is not too noun-oriented. Content that is verb- or action-oriented 

illustrates usage scenarios more effectively. For example, a paint manufacturer might 

traditionally focus on the virtues of his paint, his types of paint, and paint colors 

available. Shifting focus, the manufacturer would discuss how easily customers can 

paint with his brand, the type of painting they can do, and the results they can 

achieve.   

 

Customer-ready messaging and materials enable marketing to attract prospects that 

more closely match the ideal customer profile and supply sales with the tools to foster 

value-based conversations and convert more leads into opportunities and profitable 

customers. 

Step 5: Implement Nurturing Campaigns 

Leads most universally valued by salespeople are those with a decision time frame of 

less than three months. But as we’ve discussed previously, these hot leads may in 

fact be hard-to-win opportunities. If the initiative is already budgeted, you may be 

nothing more than column fodder for procurement. Opportunities, therefore, must be 

identified as early as possible in the buying cycle, which calls for a long-term lead 

nurturing process.  

Online Guided Selling  

Lead nurturing must encompass more than a monthly newsletter subscription. 
Marketing and sales need to work together to synchronize online material, so the 

prospect is thoughtfully guided through a series of online marketing materials that 

deliver the initial discussions required to jump-start the buying process. Online 

content should include white papers, business- or industry-focused presentations, 

customer reference testimonials, and product demonstrations.  

Automating the Nurturing Process 

If your CRM system is intelligent, it will automate the nurturing process, using implicit 

and explicit preferences to present relevant information to prospects as they progress 

through the sales process. 

 

When a prospect downloads a white paper regarding customer service best 

practices, your CRM system should be able to track and leverage this implicit 

preference to target additional relevant material. Because the material you have sent 

is targeted, you have earned a level of trust to explicitly solicit feedback regarding 

additional preferences or topics during the next interaction. Your CRM system should 

be able to use this input to build a meaningful profile, thus refining the delivery of 

customer-ready messaging and materials and successfully engaging the prospect. 

Create a business rule that rates the amount and type of materials accessed to 

gauge when prospects are closer to making a purchase decision. Then automate the 

handoff to sales. 
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By effectively nurturing prospects, marketing can dramatically increase the volume of 

sales-ready leads contributed to the pipeline, and sales can concentrate their efforts 

on prospects receptive to conversing with a rep.  

 

Conclusion 

Your counterparts have grown weary of your constant finger pointing. They know as 

fully as you do that aligning sales and marketing is a must. Your CRM system can 

help by enabling you to concentrate on processes and business metrics, rather than 

theories and anecdotes. Now you can check egos and personalities at the door and 

focus on a common goal – developing customer relationships that result in profitable 

revenue for the company. 

 

If you found this information helpful, you may want to access previous volumes of the 

“The CRM Guide to Eliminating Guesswork” series, “Volume I: Don’t Get Caught 

Flatfooted: 5 Steps for Improving Predictability”; “Volume II: Elevating Your 

Credibility: 5 Steps for Proving, and Improving, Revenue”; and “Volume III: 

Stimulating Loyalty, And Revenue: 5 Steps for Delivering Superior Service.” 
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About GoldMine 

GoldMine is a leading provider of mobile relationship management solutions 

designed for small businesses. With over 1 million users managing over 1 billion 

relationships, the GoldMine CRM application is one of the most widely used 

relationship management technologies in the world. 

The GoldMine solution enables organizations to build enduring relationships which 

enhances business performance through the improvement of employee productivity, 

customer and partner loyalty and better management of the entire business 

ecosystem. GoldMine is a division of FrontRange Solutions and is headquartered in 

Pleasanton, Calif. 

To learn more about GoldMine CRM small business software for contact 

management and customer management, visit us at www.goldmine.com or call: 

 

North America: 1-800-443-5457 

Caribbean +1 801 733 5344 

Latin America (except for Brazil and 

Mexico): +1 801 733 5344 

Brazil: +55-11-3301-5386 

Mexico: +52-55-4624-0112 

Australia Sydney: +61 2 8080 3300; 

Melbourne: +61 3 9823 6292 

China: +86 10 8520 0424 

India: +91 22 3088 1119 

New Zealand: +64 9 359 7402 

Singapore: +65 6829 2147 

Germany: +49 89 31 8830 

Poland: +49 89 31 8830 

Russia: +7 495 710 9930 

United Kingdom: +44 (0)1635 516700 

Italy: +39 030 22 19 32 63 

Spain email: 

info.spain@frontrange.com 

France: +33 (0)1 55 68 10 60 

South Africa: +27 (0)11 575 7555 

Copyright  2012 FrontRange Solutions USA Inc. All Rights Reserved. GoldMine, HEAT, and 
other FrontRange Solutions products, brands and trademarks are property of FrontRange 
Solutions USA Inc. and/or its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. Other 
products, brands and trademarks are property of their respective owners/companies. 

Use of the software described in this paper and its related user documentation is subject to the 
terms and conditions of the applicable end-user license agreement (EULA). 

The information contained in this document is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. To 
the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, FrontRange disclaims all warranties, either 
express or implied, including warranties for quality, accuracy, merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose, title and non-infringement; and in no event shall FrontRange or its suppliers 
be liable for any damages whatsoever including direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, loss 
of profits or data or special damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. 


